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Bestselling author Eckhart Tolle has captivated nearly a million readers with his lessons on

discovering the profound state of being he calls presence. On Entering the Now, an all-new title in

the Power of Now teaching series, this remarkable speaker shares practices and insights to take

listeners into the timeless dimension a luminous place found only in this very moment that

transcends the struggles and anxiety of our busy lives.A walk in nature. A personal crisis. A moment

of laughter. These can all serve as portals that lead us to the depth and wonder of the Now. In two

compelling sessions, Eckhart Tolle guides listeners past the obstacles that keep us trapped in

longing and unhappiness, and reveals the keys to experiencing what it really means to be alive.

With easy-to-follow instruction and his one-of-a-kind teaching style, he shows listeners: The peace

that unfolds when we say yes to what is How to use sense perceptions and the inner body to find a

happiness independent of conditions How to step out of the constant stream of thought and open to

authentic creativity, and much more For Eckhart Tolle s growing audience, Entering the Now is a

long-awaited practice program for making the awakened state of presence a consistent way of living

in the world.
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""Essential spiritual teaching...one of the most valuable books I've ever read."

The bestselling author of "The Power of Now" reveals specific, powerful insights on how to be



present in this very moment. Abridged. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.

I just discovered Eckhart Tolle recently. His books and cds have changed my life. If you looking for a

chance at spiritual enlightenment don't pass this by.

A great seminar on going beyond your mind and living in pure consciousness of the now. Let go of

form and live here and now.

a game changer

"Entering the Now" was my first exposure to Eckhart Tolle and "The Power of Now" series...the most

positively impactful thing I have ever read or listened to (and that's saying a lot)!When I first listened

to it, I laughed out loud...at Eckhart's humor, and more importantly because my mind was blown

away by the concepts...after listening with great pleasure to this several times, and then to "The

Power of Now," the life-changing concepts are sinking into practice and the quality of life for me and

those around me has improved significantly.This is the most important book/audio ever made. No

exaggeration. You are not being responsible to yourself and those around you if you don't give it a

try. Besides, it's fun.Sincerely,JB

The contents of this is already available as part of Realizing The Power Of Now. It does say it on the

cover of the CD, "Excerpted from Realizing The Power of Now," but it should be stated online when

sold on websites such as this one. I recommend bypassing this one and getting the longer version,

which is excellent.

I love Eckhart Tolle and the content of these Cds is beautiful.BUT this 2-CD set is already part of

another 6-CD set entitled "Realizing the Power of Now: An In-Depth Retreat With Eckhart Tolle".The

point is that it is not clearly stated (unless you click on the cover picture to magnify it) and .....they

have even used for this product a different title, colour and graphics!As I bought both sets at the

same time, when I found it out I felt cheated.

I enjoyed the message and Tolle's playfulness with which it was delivered. The one complaint I

would have is that his voice is too quiet to hear sometimes.
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